New Acquisitions for March 2023

Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subject: Privatization -- Law and legislation
Series: Cambridge law handbooks

Title/Creator: Competition policy and intellectual property in today's global economy / edited by Robert D. Anderson, Nuno Pires de Carvalho, Antony Taubman.
Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY, USA: Cambridge University Press, 2021.
Subject: Antitrust law
Subject: Competition, Unfair
Subject: Intellectual property

Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2022.
Subject: Indigenous peoples -- Legal status, laws, etc
Subject: International trade
Subject: Investments, Foreign (International law)
**KJC4445_P464 2021**

Subject: Constitutional law -- Europe
Subject: Human rights -- Europe
Subject: Democracy -- Europe
Subject: Rule of law -- Europe
Subject: Festschriften

**K600_O94 2021X**

Subject: Civil law
Subject: Natural law
Subject: Law and economics
Subject: Trusts and trustees
Series: Oxford handbooks

**K5121_S46 2022Y**

Title/Creator: Sentencing and artificial intelligence / edited by Jesper Ryberg and Julian V. Roberts.
Subject: Sentences (Criminal procedure) -- Data processing
Subject: Artificial intelligence -- Moral and ethical aspects
Subject: Algorithms
Subject: Justice, Administration of -- Technological innovations
Subject: Criminal justice, Administration of -- Data processing
Series: Studies in penal theory and philosophy
HF5549.5 .M5 L59 2022X
Title/Creator: The equality machine: harnessing digital technology for a brighter, more inclusive future / Orly Lobel.
Subject: Diversity in the workplace
Subject: Equality
Subject: Multiculturalism
Subject: Information technology -- Social aspects
Subject: Artificial intelligence -- Social aspects

KD1949 .D97 2022X
Title/Creator: Explaining tort and crime: legal development across laws and legal systems, 1850-2020 / Matthew Dyson.
Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY: Cambridge University Press, 2022.
Subject: Torts -- England -- History
Subject: Torts -- Wales -- History
Subject: Criminal law -- England -- History
Subject: Criminal law -- Wales -- History
Subject: Torts (International law) -- History
Subject: International criminal law -- History

K3171 .D992 2022X
Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom; New York, NY, USA Cambridge University Press, 2022.
Subject: Rule of law -- Philosophy
Subject: Law -- Philosophy
Subject: Legal positivism
Subject: Natural law
**KD2218 .W37 2022X**
Title/Creator: *Competition law in crisis: the antitrust response to economic shocks* / Bruce Wardhaugh.
Publisher: Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY : Cambridge University Press, 2022.
Subject: Antitrust law -- Great Britain
Subject: Competition, Unfair -- Great Britain
Subject: Restraint of trade -- Great Britain
Subject: Competition -- Great Britain

**KF4219 .F67 2022Y**
Title/Creator: *Forgotten foundations of the Canadian constitution* / edited by Brian Bird, Derek Ross.
Subject: Canada Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
Subject: Constitutional law -- Canada

**K962 .V53 2022X**
Title/Creator: *Vicarious liability in the common law world* / edited by Paula Giliker.
Subject: Respondeat superior -- English-speaking countries
Series: Hart studies in private law ; v. 42.